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This book delves into the topical issue of the future of humanity and of being African in a
world increasingly subjected to the power of technology and the dominance of a mercilessly
self-absolved global elite. A slave is not only someone who is materially impoverished but
also someone who is deprived of autonomy and sovereignty in the sense of being physically
or virtually chained or shackled to human and nonhuman networks that negate the essence
of the “I” or the “self”. Discoursing the neologism slave 4.0 with the ongoing 21st century
revolutions designed to create ﬂat ontologies, this book argues that the world is witnessing
not only the emergence of industry 4.0 but also the concomitant emergence of slave 4.0.
Whereas historically, Africans were physically captured and transported across the Atlantic
Ocean, minds of twenty-ﬁrst century Africans are set to be nanotechnologically scanned,
captured and transferred to the metaverse where they will neither own natural resources nor
biologically reproduce. The book is handy for scholars in sociology, anthropology, political
science, government studies, development studies, digital humanities, environmental
studies, religious studies, theology, missiology, science and technology studies.

Unpacking the Dark Side of
Slave 4.0 Within Industry 4.0
in Twenty-First Century Africa

“In this outstanding book, the authors assert that progress since the Industrial
Revolution has generated freedom for some by enslaving others. Many are forced
to work for the global elites. Pretending to create a bright future, globalisation
causes profound disparities and fragmentation. We are warned not to forget that
the world has been built on the bases of sacriﬁces that have only become more
insidious. The arguments of the book are by no means exclusively about Africa.”
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“The papers here are a collection of vigorous and salient arguments advanced
by emergent African scholarship which attempts with radical tenor to clarify the
contradictions of African society. The notion of sovereignty is employed to examine
the societal dynamics of contemporary Africa. The papers display intellectual
originality, freshness and authority in the explorations they make. For academics,
this volume is an encouraging product of our times and would serve to deﬁne
African realities more autonomously.”
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David Salinas Flores is a cardiologist. He is a graduate of the
Faculty of Human Medicine at the National University of San
Marcos. He was born in 1967 in Lima, Peru. He worked in the
cardiology department at Alberto Sabogal Hospital (ESSALUD). In
2009 Alberto Sabogal Hospital was converted to a centre for secret
illicit human experimentation using nanotechnology: the
experimentation was run by DARPA and transnational corporations
such as Google. Alberto Sabogal Hospital is close to the US military
base in Peru (NAMRU-6) – the only US military command located
in South America. The hospital’s closeness to the military base was
one of the main reasons why it was chosen as a centre for nanomafia
in the world. David Salinas Flores has denounced this
nanotechnological criminal activity. He has published many articles,
in journals such as Egyptian Journal of Medicine, Saudi Medical
Journal, Revista Argneina de Medicina etc., denouncing the
nanotechnological criminal activities. He has published journal
articles onnanomafias, nanoweapons, cerebral internet, brain
nanobots, and crimes of the world plutocracy. He has also published
on digital fascism, the enslavement of humanity using
nanotechnology and the activities of the invisible nanomafia criminal
organization that is terrorising humanity in the world.
Esther Dhakwa holds a BSc Honour Degree in Sociology from the
University of Zimbabwe. She is studying for an MA Degree in
Sociology.

Chapter 15
The Fourth Industrial Revolution:
The First Robotization of Africans
David Salinas Flores
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is promoted as the process
of accelerated automation of traditional manufacturing and industrial
practices via digital technology (Benyera, 2021).
Klaus Schwab, the main promotor of the 4IR writes in his book
considered the manual of 4IR: “The 4IR gives us the ability to live a
longer, healthier and more active life” (Schwab, 2016, p. 34).
Benefits of the 4IR have been the focus of many scholars. The
4IR is hailed as a solution to Africa’s problems such as hunger,
malnutrition and famine, water crises, human insecurity, public sector
underperformance, poor communication, unreliable transport
services, poor education among others (Benyera, 2021; Fomunyam,
2019), on the bases of such promotions of the 4IR, the whole world
is experiencing new technologies related to the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. Thus, in Africa, several nations, most notably South
Africa, Kenya, Nigeria and Rwanda, are aiming to take a lead in the
implementation of policies intended to address the challenges
represented by the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Ostrowick, 2021;
South African Government, 2020). However, it is necessary to
emphasize that this onset of this 4IR is being developed with
technologies applied to things. A recent article published this year
notes that:
“Thus, disruptive technologies directly related to 4IR such as
Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Robotics, Block Chain and 3D printing are emerging faster”
(Nyagadza et al., 2022, p.5).

An objective analysis of the books, and the promotion of the 4IR,
however reveals that the main objective of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution is the application of these technologies in human beings.
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Actually, this initial application of 4IR technology to things is only
the anteroom to the application of this 4IR technology in human
beings, thus, the promoted internet of things aims to be the prelude
to cerebral internet.
Schwab, author of the “manual of the 4IR” asserts that:
I believe that today we are at the beginning of a fourth industrial
revolution. It began at the turn of this century and builds on the digital
revolution. The fourth industrial revolution, however, is not only about
smart and connected machines and systems. Its scope is much wider.
Occurring simultaneously are waves of further breakthroughs in areas
ranging from gene sequencing to nanotechnology...It is the fusion of
these technologies and their interaction across the physical, digital and
biological domains that make the fourth industrial revolution
fundamentally different from previous revolutions (Schwab, 2016, p. 11
-12).
“The fourth industrial revolution is unique because of the growing
harmonization and integration of so many different disciplines and
discoveries...For example, digital technologies can interact with
biological world” (Schwab, 2016, p.15).
“The convergence of physical, digital ad biological world is in the
heart of the 4IR” (Schwab, 2016, p.63).
“In short: the objective of the 4IR, that make the fourth industrial
revolution fundamentally different from previous revolutions” (Schwab, 2016, p.
12): is the fusión of the digital and biological.

Schwab (2016, p. 94), is more explicit in his book, he writes:
“Technological advances are pushing us to new frontiers of ethics.
Should we use the staggering advances in biology only to cure disease
and repair injury, or should we also make ourselves better humans?
The end of the book by Schwab (2016, p 156), the part of the
book that authors generally use as conclusion, is practically a
promotion of invasive neurotechnology: Neurotechnologies. The
tipping point: The first human with fully artificial memory implanted
in the brain.
Thus, this evidences that the 4IR is only an intellectual camouflage
to the massive application of the new technologies in human beings.
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In other words, the main objective of 4IR is the massive
implementation of transhumanism. Therefore, if governments of
Africa want to apply 4IR technology they must be mindful of
transhumanism as well.
Transhumanists state that adding technological implants and
inserting DNA in human beings will improve their condition. It is
striking that the transhumanist postulates have been analysed from
different points of view such as sociological, religious, moral
(Ostrowick, 2021), philosophical (Holm, 2016) and bioethics,
however the main analysis related to the evidence of their
affirmations is absent. Thus, one of the most promoted critical
intellectual about transhumanism is American Francis Fukuyama; he
writes in an article: “The first victim of transhumanism might be
equality” (Fukuyama, 2004, p.42).
Recent research are revealing the truth about transhumanism; the
transhumanism is a fraud, a big fraud (Salinas, 2018a, p.381).
The intellectual fraud is based on three facts.
1) Transhumanists hide the fact that technological implants can
be a weapon against the citizen;
2) transhumanists invent many benefits of technological
implants; and
3) transhumanists do not use the technological implants that
they promote.
Concealment of the harmful effects of technological implants
(a) Technological implant can cause diseases “nanodiseases”
Technological implants such as nanobots can be injected into
bodies, they can be put in the water, that human beings drink, they
can be put in the food that human beings eat and they can be put in
the air that human beings breathe (Nhemachena et al, 2021a, p. 14).
Thus, nanobots can be placed in food, they are ingested, they can
circulate in the blood, and they can be located in specific organs.
Nanobots can produce blockage or stimulation of these organs and
they can, thus, produce any disease or symptom such as intestinal
obstruction, ocular refraction defects, sexual impotence, respiratory
failure and even death. A recent article alerts: “Emergent cerebral
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internet which threatens
(Nhemachena, 2021a).

intensifications

of

epidemics…”

It is necessary to highlight that nano-diseases are hidden by the
medical establishment. Actually, their current scientific state is being
hidden by the scientific media, thus, for example, nowadays, with the
invasive neurotechnology human brains can be hacked, they can be
manipulated in the same way humans manipulate computers, it is
possible to send brain algorithm to other brains by wi-fi, therefore
this can cause new diseases; there is a secret new neuropathology: a
nano-neuropathology. Most doctors do not know this disease. Justin
Sanchez of the biological technology of DARPA, stated in an
interview that; “There is no technology that can acquire signals to
inform scientists of exactly what is happening inside the brain”
(Gorman, 2013).
However, recent research show that DARPA is the main
organizer of cerebral internet in the world (Salinas, 2018b); also, the
magazine “The Economist” promotes cerebral internet with the
image of the brain with wi-fi and some organizations donate shirts,
with symbology of brainnet, to poor girls. The evidence of
concealment of current developments by scientists is abundant. On
the other hand, recent research show that many sci-fi tv and movies
have a secret script: illicit medical experimentation using
nanotechnology in the whole world (Salinas, 2018c; Salinas, 2019a;
2019b; 2019c; 2019d). This concealment of current science and the
illicit medical experimentations use secret scripts of the sci-fi series
and movies. In this regard, series of science fiction can become
libraries from which this secret science can be drawn. Although the
American establishment and its media hide what is going on from the
citizens of the world, this kind of tv series can be a source of medical
information about CIA-caused diseases - diseases that are not
described in university medical books such as the diseases caused by
nanobots. In the use of nanotechnology there are also risks like mind
control, loss of privacy due to use of cerebral internet and so on. The
best information about nano-diseases is not yet found in the few
books written on nanotechnology. However, information on nanodiseases can be derived from an analysis, with scientific rigor, of
science fiction series such as Black Mirror or Person on Interest
(Salinas, 2019c).
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(b) Nanobots can be used as weapons of delinquency
The illicit nanotechnology has created a new kind of criminals,
criminals that could be called “nano-hired killers” or “nanotorturers”, those responsible for the “dirty work” of nanomafia; these
mainly include journalists, university students, nurses and illegal
immigrants like many Venezuelans in Peru: these people would be
responsible for performing several works including: selection of the
victims, choice of “the persons of interest”, persons who can assist
the nanomafia; they intoxicate the victims with nanobots through
food, drinks or pills or they can kidnap the victims in order to insert
in them the brain implants; they can also edit, select and market mind
videos obtained from the daily espionage using the Brain net, they
also do mind torture, victim torture, breaching the victims’ privacy,
they perform information and espionage of victims’ dreams; they
obtain information from the victims’ dreams, they use the Brain net
for extortion; they create pseudo-diseases blocking the function of
organs by telemetry in order to then extort the victim with “the cure”
(Salinas, 2018d).
Medical articles say good things about brain net, it is one of the
most promoted “innovation” of transhumanism:
Brain net allows the capturing of the private lives, of the victims,
mainly the sexual one, capturing the audiovisual extortion material,
stealing intellectual information, and capturing brain algorithms, judicial
information, confession secrets, prayers, credit cards passwords or any
other kind of private information.

The Brain net aims to become the most powerful extortion, mind
control, honour destruction and privacy violation weapon owned by
the organized criminals, the state terrorism and the cyberwar
perpetrators (Salinas, 2018e).
It is surprising that the advocates of the 4IR are silent about the
dangerous effects of transhumanism to human beings. Klaus Schwab
(2016) in this book “The Fourth Industrial Revolution” does not
mention nano-diseases or nano-criminals. It is necessary to highlight
that the main partners of transhumanist mafia are the police,
prosecutors and intelligence services in the world. They hide
complaints about crimes committed by nano-criminals using their
nano-weapons. Recently, The National Joint of Justice, the highest
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rank authority of justice in Peru, filed a denunciation of a mafia of
prosecutors related to illicit nanotechnology (Junta Nacional de
Justicia, 2021).
Research about illicit nanotechnology say in books:
Why do books on nanotechnology rarely ever mention
nanoweapons? The answer is that nanoweapons are “classified,”
meaning the technology and its military applications are either “Secret”
or “Top Secret.” The technologists involved in their development
cannot publish their research in scientific journals, they can’t speak
about it at scientific conferences, or give media interviews about it. (Del
Monte, 2017, pxii).

Recent research reveal the reason for this “top secret”: Crimes
developed with nanoweapons are the source of illicit enrichment and
sex pleasure of a mafia of police, prosecutors and members of
intelligence services in the world (Salinas, 2018a,d,e).
Nanotechnology as a tool for committing crimes is giving rise to
an exclusive corrupt circle of “new millionaires”: professors of
medicine, health unions, doctors, nurses, technicians, hospital
managers, physicists, journalists, publishers of scientific magazines,
librarians, engineers, politicians, professors, policemen, prosecutors,
judges, the military, university students and even school students who
illicitly become rich at the expense of their victims’ health, honour
and their lives (Salinas, 2018d).
The concealment of nano-mafias, nano-diseases and
nanoweapons by mafias of prosecutors and police (Salinas, 2018 a, d,
e) has a mega objective. The manufacture of consent to massive use
of nanotechnology in the society as a tool of education, tool of
security, tool of surveillance in health and disease, delivery of drugs
or vaccines, food additives whose promotion has already begun; if
human beings do not know anything about nano-diseases or nanocrime, they easily accept nano-implants into their brains, they will
think that nanotechnology is beneficial to them.
While the world may massively use nanotechnology in education,
and medicine among others, humanity may remain unaware that they
are being spied on or they are under mind control, this mafia of
prosecutors, police, agent of national service of intelligence and
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journalists will continue getting sexual pleasure with cybersex, sexual
relations with teenagers who are turned into sex slavery, with mind
control or under extortion; the mafia will also continue to spy on
sexual lives of university students in the world, they will obtain
information to use in extortion and they will torture and kill honest
citizens who denounce them.
(c) Technological implants can be used as military weapon
DARPA’s scientists have publicly stated, at conferences, that
cerebral internet was successfully used by the US army in the Gulf
War. The cerebral internet simulates the voice of the unconscious,
and for this reason it has been used as a weapon, taking advantage of
the faith. It was named “the voice of God”, this weapon was able to
trick the soldiers of the Iraqi army to persuade them to surrender
(Salinas, 2019b). It is important that African governments know it.
Similar to the ways in which the US army, in the military bases in
Peru, is using jungles in the nanotechnological experiments, they
could do the same in Africa.
US military bases in Africa
Some African scholars have already noted the existence of US
military bases in Africa:
“US empire has a massive military presence in Africa, the empire is
busy situating military bases and command posts in Africa. The United
States is the most present foreign army in Africa with their African
Command (AFRICOM) being omnipresent in every African region…”
(Benyera, 2021, p.113).
“Apart from setting of military commands such as AFRICOM, The
United States of America expanded its secret intelligence operations in
Africa with bases for espionage and surveillance programs”
(Nhemachena et al., 2020, p.9).

United States armed forces are organizing brain net in the
jungles of the world
There is plenty of evidence that point to US Navy organizing the
cerebral internet in the Peruvian jungle; there is evidence about the
existence of two military bases in the Peruvian jungle (Madre de Dios
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e Iquitos). (NAMRU-6) is considered a unique military base in South
America, It is necessary to highlight that NAMRUD-6, justifies its
presence in the jungle of Peru arguing that its objective is only
infectious diseases research, however, recent researches show that
the main aim of NAMRUD-6 is actually to organize mafias of
cerebral internet in Peru, there is plenty of evidence that point to a
massive and secret release of brain nanobots in the Peruvian jungle;
thousands of teenagers are becoming victims of surveillance and
mind control. So, mind control is a secret mega problem of public
health in the Peruvian jungle; surprisingly it has been created by the
government and health institutions such as National Health Institute
in Peru, Naval, Medical Research Unit Six (NAMRU-6) (Salinas,
2020).
In this regard, the presence of US military bases in Africa lead to
high suspicion that African adolescents would become victims of
American military mafias of brain net in African jungles; they would
be under espionage and mind control, and turned into sex slaves.
Brain implants are the main tools for digital fascism
The global transhumanist mega-project is created by the elite that
secretly rules the world, these elites are grouped into different
categories like the masons, The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR),
and the Bilderberg Club; they seek to create a world society including
digital fascism with an elite of millionaires who will not use brain
microchips and nanobots. They will have access to the video stations
to mentally control, spy and enslave the rest of the global citizens.
The humans with brain nanobots are subjected to the following:
mind control, permanent monitoring using the Brain net, elimination
of their emotions, living in a virtual reality, mind deletion and
elimination of sexuality” (Salinas, 2018a, p.391).
Global elites and their transnational corporations and institutions
are anxious to implant and insert chips, nanobots and biometric
sensors into African brains and bodies, homes and cities for purposes
of global surveillance, dataveillance and sousveillance in the emergent
One World Government (Nhemachena et al., 2021b, p.113).
“The net effect of embodying nanobots is that the human body
and brain become open to manipulation by global elites…the human
bodies begin to speak to the western advocacy for open societies in
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Africa, global elites do not only want to establish open societies in
Africa, but they also want to establish open bodies and open minds
that can be remotely controlled and read by the same global elites”
(Nhemachena et al., 2021a, p.14).
With these “smart” technological insertions, implants and
injections, human beings will become walking robots, talking robots
and fighting robots. Actually, workers with mind control practically
give his body to CEO’s transnationals, they will use the bodies of the
workers under mind control as extension of this body. it will be the
worst exploitation of the worker in the history.
An expert in contra intelligence states in relation to digital fascism
using brain net: “The new society mental...the society that is
becoming by leaps and bounds does not present good expectations
for most of the population...our inner self will become transparent,
accessible to anyone, our thoughts will become public domain”
(Baños, 2020, p.410).
A South African university lecturer alerts:
“Once a person’s gene and memory have been captured by the data
miners, a person will be subject to being hacked and controlled by those
in charge. There is no superior form of slavery such as owning,
controlling, and managing one’s genes, memory, and thought processes.
The capturing of these aspects of humanity constitutes what can be
termed the sum of all colonialities” (Benyera, 2021, p.77).

“In the 4IR, Africa will turn in a postbiological society
characterized by high levels of hybrid human-machine” (Benyera,
2021, p.132).
Actually, the best proof of the main objective of 4IR, is in
Schwab’s own words: he writes in the manual of 4IR: “The fourth
industrial revolution has the potential to robotize humanity”
(Schwab, 2016, p. 105).
In short, the real future with 4IR is: The new slavery will be human
robotization, brain nanobots and microchips, will be the new chains
and shackles. Actually, the secret mega objective of 4IR seeks to
achieve human slaves for the millionaires who ruled the world.
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They invent benefits of technological implants
Transhumanists state that adding technological implants and
inserting DNA in human beings will improve their condition, they
use several clichés: “Nanobots in our brains will make us godlike”
(Kurzweil, cited by Miles, 2015).
However, there is no scientific evidence for this claim made by
Kurzweil.
Most amazing is that in spite of the unrealistic and almost delirious
affirmations of transhumanists, their theories are promoted and
supported at the highest official level in the world and are promoted
daily by the press, and most remarkable is that they practically do not
have much opposition from scientists or intellectuals who even
spread their unrealistic postulates.
The other cliché is “Enhancement”. An African lecturer argued:
“If such technologies disable – as they do - human autonomy,
sovereignty and control over the brain, mind, body and so on, the
question is how they enhance or augment the same humans? The
question is why such technologies are depicted as enhancing or
augmenting humans?” (Nhemachena, 2021b).

Transhumanists do not use brain implants that they promote
Rob Neil, the Director of the University of the Singularity,
financed by Google; “If you want to be at the forefront in the future,
you will have to introduce improvements (biological)” (Salinas,
2018a, p.383)
Nick Bostrom said: “I Want to be a Posthuman!” (Bostrom, 2008,
p.1).
However, they do not use brain implants, this is the best proof of
the transhumanist scam, none of the transhumanists uses the
dangerous brain implants and the technological innovations that they
promote because they know the truth, brain nanobots can cause
diseases or be used as tool for committing crimes. Thus, in the
massive public lectures they perform, they do not perform the “mind
uploading” with the brain net, which allows a person’s entire private
life to be made public, it is necessary to highlight that this
nanotechnology already exist, it is being used secretly on workers;
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thus, in Peru, recent researches indicate that Venezuelan immigrant
young women are accepting jobs of which conditions include
obligatory use of the brain internet so that is worst, there is a secret
installation of cerebral internet in workers without their knowledge.
Probably this modality is the most common (Salinas, 2019b).
Conclusion
The implantation of 4IR transhumanist technologies will have two
consequences:
(a) Recolonization of Africa
Implantations of invasive pieces of intelligent technologies into
human brains, bodies, homes and African indigenous spaces are
risky. Once empire is technologically lodged in indigenous brains, it
will become impossible to decolonise and resist the imperial force
and its voice within. (Nhemachena et al., 2021b, p.128).
(b) The end of the humanity of Africans
For many centuries, African people were dehumanized, they were
depicted as indistinct from machines and animals therefore they did
not deserve autonomy, human dignity, human integrity and privacy
(Nhemachena, et al., 2021b) Even prestigious intellectuals such as
Hegel described African people as wild and therefore as fit for
enslavement (Adegbindin, 2015). Thus, when Africans will be
converted into transhumans this vision of Africans will return.
World plutocracy will use all their power to implant 4IR
transhumanist technologies in the whole world, African governments
must resist this implantation of 4IR transhumanism. Actually, the
application of 4IR transhumanism technology, will be the end of the
humanity of Africans.
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